Agriculture Films Solutions Guide

A History of Advanced
Technology
Advanced Technology

Outstanding Customer Service

With 40+ years of manufacturing experience
and field expertise RPC bpi agriculture’s high
quality FDA compliant grain and feed storage
solutions are the preferred choice of farmers
and contractors in 70+ countries worldwide.

Peace of mind - you need it, we provide it.
When you place your trust in a bpi agriculture
storage solution, you can do so with the
confidence that our films are backed by the
strongest non-prorated warranty in the industry.
Product replacement warranties against defects
allow you to concentrate on your growing
business, confident that your choice of film
won’t expose you to extra film purchase costs
in the unlikely event of a problem.

Pioneers in the North American polyethylene
industry: from our Edmonton, Alberta facilities,
we research, design, and manufacture
polyethylene film products for the agricultural,
horticultural, and construction industries,
gaining global respect and recognition for our
innovative technology, durability, performance
and value. Our new SmartStructure® Technology
is a testament to that legacy of excellence in
innovation.

A Global Focus
In 2016, bpi agriculture and parent British
Polythene Industries PLC Group of Companies,
were acquired by RPC Group, a world leader
in the polyethylene industry. Today, as RPC
bpi agriculture Edmonton, we leverage both
BPI and RPC’s technical expertise and global
reach with respect to product development,
quality standards, and market penetration. Our
combined portfolio represents the best in class
silage and grain bags, silage sheeting, silage
oxygen barrier, and bale wrap products, available
through a global distribution network.

At bpi agriculture, our customer service team and
extensive field staff are available at a moment’s
notice to help when you need it.

®
Combining technology
with science

The optimal number of layers
of polymer are precisely
extruded into a high tech die and
the film is blown into seamless
high strength, premium film.

SmartStructure®
Technology
The science, chemistry and extrusion
technologies we employ combine to deliver
SmartStructure® Technology manufacturing
processes that ensure all mechanical aspects
of our films are maximized resulting in reliable,
stable, high performing products that create ideal
ensiling and storage conditions.

superior UV stabilizers on the outer film surface
to face the weather, cling on the inner surface
to ensure an excellent seal and the mechanical
strength, tear and puncture resistance elements
forming the nucleus of the film.
The creation of an effective oxygen barrier
is critical to the ensiling and storage process
and high quality SmartStructure® Technology
products provide enhanced resistance to oxygen
ingress. Our reliable, high performance film range
has been made possible thanks to our continual
investment in the latest 5, 7 and 9 layer extrusion
technologies, our material science expertise and
our decades of manufacturing experience.

SmartStructure® Technology delivers consistently
high quality films by optimizing the key
ingredients that offer cling, strength, puncture/
tear resistance and UV stability. SmartStructure®
Technology ensures that each of the above
features are augmented thanks to the controlled
placement of these elements within the film
blend. As such they are directed to that part of
the film where they are most effective:
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AgFlex® Grain and Silage
Storage Bags
Tough. Strong. Peace of Mind
AgFlex® Grain and Silage Bags represent
the best in field storage solutions. Featuring
our advanced SmartStructure® Technology,
your choice of an AgFlex® storage bag to
protect your grain or silage assures you of a
high performance solution offering increased
strength, greater puncture and tear resistance,
and the utmost in peace of mind.
•• 50% greater tear and puncture strength
••
••

••

••

compared to previous generation 3 layer bags
40% more resistant to “slumping”
All-weather design: field tested and proven
performance for use in North America’s harsh
winter climate as well as high heat situations
Warranted to withstand 24 months
of ultraviolet exposure under normal
circumstances*
Improved oxygen-limiting properties to
protect silage and grains from spoilage

Anywhere. Anytime. Ultimate Flexibility
With modern high capacity silage baggers,
grain baggers, and grain bag extractors, filling an
AgFlex® storage bag in the field saves you time,
labor, storage, and fuel costs. Speed up your
grain harvest by filling an AgFlex® bag in the
field instead of trucking grain long distances for
storage. Once harvest is over, extract the grain
from the AgFlex® bag at your convenience and
haul it to market or to your permanent on-farm
storage.
*Warranty is 24 months when storing silage, 12 months when storing grains and is
subject to further terms and conditions.
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The Smartest Storage Bags to Protect
Your Grain and Silage
As a leader in agricultural bag technology, with
innovations including automated bag folding and
being the first in North America to market UV
stabilized formulas in our bags, bpi agriculture
has set a new standard for excellence, product
performance, and customer satisfaction with
the AgFlex® line of storage bags.
AgFlex® bags are also compatible with all silage
baggers, grain baggers, and high capacity grain
bag extractors.
AgFlex® bags are certified FDA compliant and
are made of approved polymers that are suitable
for all human and animal grain and feed storage,
in a 100% recyclable bag.
Trust your valuable grain and silage crop to the
leader in bag storage solutions - bpi agriculture
and AgFlex®.

Scan the
QR Code for
the AgFlex® Bag
Capacity Chart

DIAMETER

BAGS/PALLET

8’ x 150’

12

8’ x 200’

10

9’ x 150’

12

9’ x 200’

10

9’ x 250’

8

10’ x 200’

10

10’ x 250’

6

10’ x 300’

6

10’ x 400’

4

10’ x 500’

4

12’ x 300’

4

12’ x 500’

2

14’ x 500’

2

*Stock sizes. Other diameters and bag lengths are available by special order.
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®

Siloform®
Silage Sheeting
Siloform® Silage Sheeting by bpi agriculture
features our SmartStructure® Technology.
These high performance sheets are designed
to provide a highly durable silage cover with
increased puncture and tear resistance. Protect
your valued feed harvest in silage piles, pits,
or bunkers while it ferments and converts to a
highly nutritious and easily digestible premium
feed for your livestock.

Professionals Trust Siloform®
The Pros put their trust in Siloform® silage covers
because the tough and durable sheeting protects
their customer’s valuable feed. Furthermore,
Siloform® is guaranteed to provide 12 months of
UV stabilization under normal circumstances, is
warranted against manufacturer’s defects, and
is backed by one of the best Customer Service
Teams in the industry.

Premium® Benefits Are Unmistakable
•• The white/black film’s white surface reflects

light energy and the black layer provides
100% opacity
•• The free-fall folded one-piece cover does not
require sealing or taping, saving time and
increasing your productivity
•• High strength at the folds results in reduced
punctures, tears, and performance issues

Siloform® Sheeting Sizes Available

Width x Length Feet

Rolls / Pallet

WHITE/BLACK - 5.0 MIL GAUGE
24 x 100* stock size
32 x 100* stock size
32 x 150
40 x 100* stock size
40 x 150* stock size
40 x 200
40 x 1000* stock size
50 x 100* stock size
50 x 150* stock size
50 x 200
50 x 1250* stock size
60 x 100* stock size
60 x 150* stock size
60 x 200* stock size
60 x 1000* stock size
80 x 150
80 x 200
80 x 250
80 x 1000* stock size
120 x 150
120 x 200
120 x 250
120 x 500
160 x 150
160 x 200
160 x 250
160 x 500

30
20
12
20
12
6
1
15
12
6
1
8
6
6
1
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

WHITE/BLACK - 6.0 MIL GAUGE - NON-STOCK
24 x 100
32 x 100
40 x 100
40 x 200
50 x 100
50 x 150

24
12
12
6
12
6

WHITE/BLACK - 8.0 MIL GAUGE - NON-STOCK
32 x 100
40 x 100

12
12

* Denotes stock sizes. Other sizes may be subject to limited availability and/or
require suitable lead times and minimum volumes to produce. Black/Black 6 and 8
mil available on special request, minimum production runs required. Contact us for
more information.
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®

SmartSeal® a True Oxygen Barrier
Seal Your Silage the Smart Way

Industry Leading OT Rating

SmartSeal is the latest SmartStructure
product by bpi Agriculture. An incredibly tough
and flexible film, SmartSeal® adheres to the
surface of the silage pile directly beneath the
Siloform® white/black sheet. This prevents
pockets of trapped air, significantly reducing
aerobic spoilage. Take your herd health to the
highest levels by sealing the silage surface from
damaging oxygen penetration. Ensure optimal
anaerobic fermentation and a premium easy-todigest and highly nutritious feed.
®

®

Highly Flexible Yet Heavy-Duty

In independent laboratory tests, SmartSeal®
Oxygen Transmission Rating (OTR) was lower
than competing brands of oxygen barrier
film, ensuring the lowest transmission rate
of oxygen and aerobic fermentation that can
spoil a significant amount of silage. OT ratings
will vary from test to test based upon many
factors, including whether air or pure oxygen
was used for the test, as well as temperature
and humidity. bpi agriculture’s SmartSeal® OTR
tests were conducted under static, consistent
parameters to prevent rating variances.

SmartSeal® is a thin 3.0 mil gauge, offering
superior pliability and surface cling to eliminate
air pockets in an oxygen-free environment.
It was designed as a heavy-duty, puncture
resistant, and tear resistant film, strong enough
to withstand being walked on when it’s being
applied to large piles.

SmartSeal® System Benefits
•• Adheres to the face of the bunker surface

and conforms to peaks and valleys to prevent
pockets of oxygen and vapors that can cause
between 5% and 18% of crop loss during
fermentation. Same surface cling as other
brands
•• Tough puncture and tear resistance, can be
walked on during installation
•• Blue color helps ensure there are no gaps
when applying
•• Free-fall fold makes for easy installation on
the pile
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®

Silage Sheeting + Oxygen Barrier
Single Application Combination
With SiloForm® Plus 2-in-1 silage sheeting,
there are two separate sheets rolled together
to create a combination silage covering package
that enables a cost-effective Single Step
Application!
This innovative pairing combines our 5 mil black/
white Siloform silage sheet with our custom
1.8 mil SmartSeal® Oxygen Barrier underlay to
provide excellent surface protection that deters
oxygen ingress while significantly speeding up
the pile covering process.

across the pile and then a second sheet over
top of that in another step.
Please note that while this is a convenient
single-step application, it is still two separate
sheets rolled together. This ensures the
independent SmartSeal® Oxygen Barrier
layer will cling firmly to the surface of the pile
effectively, eliminating air pockets and creating
a secure oxygen-free environment.

When applied to the silage, the blue SmartSeal®
Oxygen Barrier film will cling directly to the
silage surface, while the black/white silage
sheeting layer will lay on top of the SmartSeal®,
protecting the entire silage pile/pit/bunker from
environmental conditions.

Save Time and Money
This configuration allows for one single roll of
sheeting to be pulled across the silage pile in
one step, saving time and money.
Once unrolled, each edge of both sheets can be
grasped at the same time and pulled across the
face of the pile simultaneously, unfolding as you
go. This eliminates the need to pull an underlay
Siloform® Plus is readily available in the following sizes:
ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/PALLET

79942

40’X150’ Combo 5 mil B/W + 1.8 mil SS

6

79940

40’X100’ Combo 5 mil B/W + 1.8 mil SS

12

79944

32’X100’ Combo 5 mil B/W + 1.8 mil SS

12

79946

24’X100’ Combo 5 mil B/W + 1.8 mil SS

20

To check availability of non-standard sizes please contact your local retailer.
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Lastic Tube®
Simply the Best
A Stretch Tube With a Memory
The bpi agriculture Lastic Tube® system is a
stretch tube with a memory. Lastic Tubes®
are the fastest, most economical, convenient,
and reliable way to produce baled silage. The
system provides a practical way to improve
the palatability of soft textured baled silage.
This nutritious and digestible feed is especially
beneficial when back grounding calves, while
also helping to reduce bloat and other digestive
problems.

Save Feed Over Dry Hay
A study conducted by Manitoba Agriculture
compared dry hay and baled silage and found a
25% feed savings by using a baled silage feed
system. There is less waste associated with
baled silage compared to dry hay. Baled silage
is readily adaptable to most dry hay systems
(such as round bale feeders) and can be unrolled
in the field with less leaf loss than dry hay.
Chopping and feeding from the Lastic Tube® is
also an option.

Lastic Tube® Benefits Are Undeniable
•• The fastest, most efficient way to protect and
••
••

••

Tube Size Recommendation (Estimate Only)
BALE TYPE BALE SIZE

ROUND BALES

SQUARE BALES

LASTIC TUBE®

48” - 52”
(1.22 - 1.42m)

4 foot

52” - 56”
(1.42 - 1.53m)

4.5 foot

56” - 62”
(1.53 - 1.68m)

5 foot

88” - 104”
(2.24 - 2.64m)

5 foot

••

ensile hay and cereal forages of all types
Can be used with round or large square bale
systems
Bales for silage can be put up at higher
moisture - between 40% and 60%, reducing
leaf loss and weather delays
Because of its unique formulation, the strong,
tear-resistant Lastic Tube® automatically
shrinks down tight against the bale. This
eliminates oxygen and creating an air tight
environment for fermentation to produce the
highest quality silage and keep it that way
until required
Designed to withstand the harsh North
American climate and warranted for 12
months against manufacturer’s defects*

Lastic Tubes® sizes:

4 foot x 150’, 220’
4.5 foot x 150’, 220’
5 foot x 150’, 220’
*subject to terms and conditions
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®

Bale Wrap
Solutions
Premium Multi-Layer Bale Wrap
SiloFlex® is a premium co-extruded bale wrap
designed to offer superior strength, puncture
and tear resistance, and UV protection over
mono-layer and other economy brands of bale
wrap. SiloFlex® is an affordable bale wrap in a
premium multiple layer stretch film made using
the latest in polymer technology.
SiloFlex® is particularly suited for use with round
bale wrappers and in-line wrappers, with silage
bales, high moisture hay, straw, and dry hay.
Stretch up to 70%.

2-Sided Tack For an Airtight Seal
The multiple layers and double-sided tack helps
to provide an air tight seal while preventing tails
during wrapping.

Lower Your Cost Per Bale
Often economy bale wrap is produced in 1.2
and 1.5 mil thickness to give it the strength it
needs to prevent tearing under normal use.
The thicker the film, the shorter the roll, and the
fewer bales get wrapped. SiloFlex® is a tough,
high quality 1 mil film that will wrap more bales
than thicker 1.2 or 1.5 mil wrap, saving you time
between roll changes and money.

Made to Handle a Harsh Climate
SiloFlex® is designed to withstand the rigors
of the North American climate. Built-in UV
stabilizers protect against the sun’s harmful
rays. SiloFlex® is capable of withstanding
temperature extremes to keep your bales safe
and secure even in hot summers and cold
winters.
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ROLL WIDTH

ROLL LENGTH

ROLL LENGTH

750mm/
30”

1500m/
4921’

25 microns
(1 mil)

Silotite®. The Perfect All-Rounder
Silotite® is the original premium quality
co-extruded stretch film designed to provide
the highest quality silage bales year after year
with a high strength, reliable, and durable bale
wrap. Silotite® is suitable for use with all bale
wrappers and offers superior strength, puncture
resistance, elasticity, UV stability, and doublesided tack.

Prevents Oxygen Penetration
To produce nutritious, high quality silage
bales, the wrap has to keep the air out. The 25
micron (1 mil) Silotite® and proprietary anti-slip
and 2-sided tack process ensures each layer
adheres to each other to build an airtight seal
after wrapping, without leaving residue on prestretch rollers. Your goal should be zero mold
and spoilage - Silotite® helps you achieve this.

Superior Strength You Can Count On
The specially formulated polymers and optimal
layer technology produces a stretch film of
superior strength and tear resistance. Silotite®
protects against the impact from forage crop
stalks and stems that puncture lower quality
bale wrap and lead to silage spoilage. Silotite®
is ideal for both round and square bales.

Need advice
about bale wrapping and
high quality silage?
Visit
www.bpiagriculture.com/elibrary

The Trusted Global Market Leader
Each year, contractors and farmers the world
over put their trust in Silotite® to protect a
variety of forage crops in millions of bales,
both round and square. Year after year, the
Pros choose Silotite® because they need the
combined benefits of high strength, reliability,
and durability in a premium bale wrap.
ROLL WIDTH

ROLL LENGTH

ROLL LENGTH

500mm/ 20”

1800m/5904’

25 microns (1 mil)

750mm/ 30”

1500m/ 4921’

25 microns (1 mil)
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The Choice of Professionals
SilotitePro® is a premium pre-oriented stretch
wrap robust enough to withstand the rigors
of the latest high speed wrapping machines.
Although the stretch wrap is thinner, it retains
the strength and performance of the original
Silotite® wrap. With 450 meters of additional
length compared to Silotite®, you get the added
benefit of being able to produce more bales
per roll between changes - ideally suited to
continuous in-line wrapping.

Trouble-Free Bale Wrapping
SilotitePro® stretch film is designed to provide
the highest quality silage bales year after year
with a high strength, reliable, and durable bale
wrap. SilotitePro® offers superior strength,
puncture resistance, elasticity, UV stability, and
double sided cling. The built in UV protection
also ensures bales wrapped with SilotitePro®
are protected from the sun and harsh climates.

Airtight Ensures Anaerobic Fermentation
To produce nutritious, high quality silage bales,
the wrap has to keep the air out. The 20 micron
SilotitePro® with 2-sided tack ensures each layer
sticks to each other to build an airtight seal after
wrapping, simultaneously preventing tails during
wrapping.

Pro Technology® = Strength and Reliability
The pre-oriented Pro Technology® produces
a stretch film of superior strength and tear
resistance. This protects against the impact
from stalks and stems from forage crops that
can puncture lower quality bale wrap and lead to
silage spoilage.

More Efficient and Less Waste
Because SilotitePro® is thinner, there is less
wrap by weight meaning less film to recycle
after use. The unique sleeve packaging saves
time and creates less waste than cardboard.
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ROLL WIDTH

ROLL LENGTH

ROLL LENGTH

750mm/
30”

1950m/
6400’

25 microns
(0.8 mil)

Netwrap Replacement
Baletite® is made using our innovative preoriented technology designed to replace
netwrap in round silage bales. It is used in
machines capable of applying film instead of
netwrap such as the McHale Fusion 3 Plus and
the Krone Comprima.
Baletite® provides an enhanced air barrier and
helps to produce a more dense bale by exerting
a tighter grip around the crop as it is being baled.
This results in a more compact bale and less
chance of harmful oxygen being trapped within.
Baletite® also offers additional bale edge
protection than netwrap, helping to ensure an
overall higher quality silage.

Film & Film (F&F)
Because Baletite® is produced from the same
polymers as SilotitePro®, both can be recycled
together without the need for segregation.
The new combi-wrapper technology allows
for the replacement of net with Baletite®,
producing a tightly packed, dense bale of
superior roundness. Silage bales then wrapped
with SilotitePro® will further benefit from an
enhanced oxygen barrier, greater puncture
resistance, tear resistance. Due to the thinner
gauge of SilotitePro®, more bales are wrapped
per roll between changes, increasing your
productivity.
Both Baletite® and SilotitePro® come in easy to
open sleeve packaging which saves time when
changing rolls, offers greater roll protection, and
reduced packaging waste.

ROLL WIDTH

ROLL LENGTH

ROLL LENGTH

1280mm/ 50” 2000m/ 6562’

16 microns

1380mm/ 54” 2000m/ 6562’

16 microns

Download
the app
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Premium Grain and Feed Storage
Solutions from the Leader in Agricultural
Polyethylene Film Products
®

®

®

®

®
Combining technology
with science
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Disclaimer of Liability
We strive to ensure that the information, recommendations and instructions on the use of our products is correct and offers
the best guidance which we, or third party experts whom we have consulted, can provide to assist farmers and growers in
deciding which products are suitable for your needs and achieving the best results. However, a Product Guide is necessarily
of a general nature and cannot be tailored for the specific conditions and requirements which each farmer or grower will
have. Advice on the suitability of our products and guidance on their use for your requirements should be obtained by
contacting RPC bpi agriculture via edmonton@rpc-bpi.com. Accordingly, we make no claims, warranties, representations or
guarantees on the accuracy or completeness of the Product Guide and we exclude any legal liability for the Product Guide or
for the consequences, direct or indirect, of any farmer, grower or other party following, or deciding not to follow, the Product
Guide or any part of it. Our only liability is contractual liability to purchasers of products from us as set out in our Terms and
Conditions of Sale, a copy of which is available upon request from edmonton@rpc-bpi.com. This disclaimer of liability applies
to RPC bpi agriculture, any other member of our group of companies, our officers, directors and employees, and any third
party expert or other person whose materials we have included in the Product Guide.

Sustainability Matters
As a leading manufacturer and supplier of
polyethylene film and related products, we are
committed to sustainability and environmental
improvement in all areas of our operations. We
strive to meet our environmental obligations in
our manufacturing, energy consumption,
and new product development processes and
workplace practices in a sustainable manner.

Across the bpi group we work hard to:

Reduce
energy
consumption

Reduce
water
consumption

Lower
carbon
consumption

Recycle
polythene
in-house

Develop
thinner yet
stronger films

RPC bpi agriculture Edmonton
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 836 Station Main
Edmonton, AB Canada
T5J 2L4

Toll-Free 1-800-661-3606
Phone (780) 450-7760
Fax (780) 450-7777
Email edmonton@rpc-bpi.com
Website www.bpiagriculture.com

Courier Address
4605 101 Avenue
Edmonton, AB Canada
T6B 2L8

Registered ISO 9001 standards by SAI-Global
100% recyclable 100% FDA compliant

Minimise
waste to
landfill

